
Paper Playground - Juvenile Chromatic Dragons
Assembly Instructions

 Thank you for purchasing Paper Playground - Juvenile Chromatic 
Dragons. We hope you will enjoy this product. If you have any questions, please visit 
the Penguin Labs website at http://www.penguinlabs.com.

Required Tools:
•  A sharp knife, such as a hobby knife or scalpel.
•  A straightedge, preferably a metal ruler.
•  A cutting surface, such as a self-healing cutting mat.
•  Cardstock paper, a minimum of #60 weight. Check with your printer’s User Manual 
to see what type of paper it can use.
•  Glue, glue stick, or paste. Regular white glue can warp the cardstock and should be 
applied in a very thin layer. Paste and glue sticks won’t warp the paper, but can be 
difficult to apply properly and may set before the pieces are assembled correctly. A 
glue specifically designed for paper crafts is recommended, as it is easy to apply, 
doesn’t set too quickly, and doesn’t warp the paper.
•  Tweezers are useful for holding the body tabs to the fins while the glue sets, but are 
not strictly necessary.

Body Assembly:
 Glue the fins back-to-back and cut out (see above). Cut and score the body 
and belly sections. Attach the body sections to the fins by gluing the tabs along the 
top of the body to the dark grey “spine” of the fins. The top edge of the body should 
align with the base of the fins (1). Attach the belly by gluing it to the tabs along the 
underside of the body sections (2). Glue the feet back-to-back and cut out. Attach to 
feet to the spaces marked on the body (3).

General Assembly Instructions:
 Start by printing the pages you need onto cardstock. You will not need all of 
the pages to assemble the model. Each model is created on a seperate page so you 
can print out only the models you need. Cut the pieces along the solid black lines. 
The pieces will be folded along the grey, dashed lines. The belly pieces have score 
lines which run under the piece. Score the belly along these lines before you cut the 
piece out.
 Folding cardstock is easier if you score the paper first. To score paper, use 
the back of a knife, a burninshing tool, or a ballpoint pen which has run out of ink. Run 
this tool along the fold line, creating a shallow cut or indentation in the paper. When 
you fold the paper, it will fold sharply along the score line.
 Several pieces need to be glued back-to-back to create a double-sided 
piece. Cut out the rectangles that contain these pieces, fold in half, glue the backs 
together and allow to dry. Once it is dry, cut out the piece. For best results, place the 
piece between two sheets of wax paper and place heavy books on top while it dries to 
prevent warping.

Wing Assembly:
 Cut and score the wings. Fold the tab and the base section on the wings 
upward (1) so they will not stick together when the wings are folded over and glued. 
Fold the wing in half and glue the back sides of the main sesctions together (2). Fold 
the tabs downward (3), fold the base sections together so the tabs overlap (4) and 
glue the tabs together. The wings should consist of a large, flat section with a 
triangular structure at its base (5) After the wing has dried, you may want to curl the 
wing slightly to give it a more natural shape. Glue the wings to the body near the 
shoulders to finish your dragon (6).
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